Captio uses a custom URL scheme to let other applications interact with the app.

**Scheme**

The URL scheme is `captio://`

**Actions**

Two actions are available, sending notes or adding a note and let the user still edit it.

**Send**

**URL**

`captio://send`

**Parameters**

- **note**
  The text of the note.
- **callback-url**
  URL to open after the note has been added to the queue.

**Example**

To send notes from within Launch Center Pro and immediately return to Launch Center add the following URL:
**Edit**

**URL**

captio://edit

**Parameters**

*note*
The text of the note.

**Notes**

If there is an unfinished note in Captio, the note text will be appended at the end of the note.

**Example**

Add the contents of the clipboard to a note in Captio:

captio://edit?note=[clipboard]